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Layer 3 low efficiency issues from EEL cosmic data

● Divided a run (no. 2069) having 1M events into 7 splits

● Plotted 1D and 2D cluster distributions from root GUI 

● Looked at the temporal evolution of the problem using 2D hit map

● Compared 1D Y-cluster distribution with the Y-projection of 2D cluster 
distribution 

● Also looked 2D hit maps and their projections for comparison using 
Andrew’s tracking package
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Temporal evolution of the issue on Module 10

Split 1

Split 6Split 4

Split 3Split 2

Split 5

X-axis → X cluster distribution

Y-axis → Y cluster distribution
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Split 2 Module 10

Hit Distribution

Input to Andrew’s code

Cluster Distribution

2D hit map

Y-projection of 2D hit map I.e
Cluster positron distributions

Should both have 
the same profile

● 1D hit or cluster distributions don’t show any efficiency drop in the detector

● Y-projection (bottom right) of 2D hit map shows a huge drop for exactly 3 APVs 
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Split 2 Module 8,9,10,11

● Also looked 2D hit map and its Y-projection using Andrews tracking package and saw exactly similar 
problems 
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Split 2 Module 8,9,10,11



  

Cluster finding in root gui

-  Find cluster on X and Y by checking if there are adjacent fired strips. If there are at     
   least two fired strips close to each other, this will be considered as cluster

- For each cluster found in step one, add all the strip ADCs,. this will be considered as    
  the cluster ADC ->> accumulated charge

- Sort the X and Y cluster charge value calculated from step 2. 

-  Match the X and Y. It will consider Highest ADC on X corresponding the highest on   
    Y , and so on 
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conclusion

● Bump in the 1D histogram is significant

=> Could be elevated noise in those three cards
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